
YEAR 1 

 

LOW XXXXXX likes doing ICT lessons. With practice and a little support he improved his skills this 
year and is now gaining confidence in: exploring websites on the iPads to research topic 
work and in typing up simple documents to present his ideas. 

LOW XXXXXX likes working on the iPads but does sometimes need reminding to keep focused on 
tasks in order to complete them successfully. He enjoyed practicing and improving his typing 
skills and worked particularly well when controlling the Bee-Bot and painting pictures. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX always enjoys ICT lessons and worked well this year to develop his skills, with just 
some occasional assistance. His confidence in: typing up documents, painting pictures and 
navigating websites on the iPads really improved with practice. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked consistently well this year in ICT to develop his skills. He listened carefully 
to any assistance given and with practice became more confident in: typing up documents, 
painting pictures and navigating websites on the iPads to find out information. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always keen to develop his ICT skills this year. He worked confidently with 
growing independence to use a range of apps on the iPads, particularly enjoying: typing up 
documents, creating a simple e-book and controlling the Bee-Bot. 

HIGH XXXXXX really enjoys doing ICT work is always enthusiastic to learn new skills. He is keen 
to complete tasks independently and to the best of his ability. He liked: painting pictures, 
making simple games and programming the Bee-Bot around on the iPads. 

 
 

LOW XXXXXX likes doing ICT lessons. With practice and a little support she improved her skills 
this year and is now gaining confidence in: exploring websites on the iPads to research topic 
work and in typing up simple documents to present her ideas. 

LOW XXXXXX likes working on the iPads but does sometimes need reminding to keep focused on 
tasks in order to complete them successfully. She enjoyed practicing and improving her 
typing skills and worked particularly well when controlling the Bee-Bot and painting pictures. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX always enjoys ICT lessons and worked well this year to develop her skills, with just 
some occasional assistance. Her confidence in: typing up documents, painting pictures and 
navigating websites on the iPads really improved with practice. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked consistently well this year in ICT to develop her skills. She listened 
carefully to any assistance given and with practice became more confident in: typing up 
documents, painting pictures and navigating websites on the iPads to find out information. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always keen to develop her ICT skills this year. She worked confidently with 
growing independence to use a range of apps on the iPads, particularly enjoying: typing up 
documents, creating a simple e-book and controlling the Bee-Bot. 

HIGH XXXXXX really enjoys doing ICT work is always enthusiastic to learn new skills. She is keen 
to complete tasks independently and to the best of her ability. She liked: painting pictures, 
making simple games and programming the Bee-Bot around on the iPads. 



YEAR 2 

 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year. With some support and encouragement he 
learnt to develop his skills and with practice his typing skills in particular improved. He 
worked well when painting pictures and navigating websites to research for information. 

LOW XXXXXX developed his ICT skills this year through practice and some support. He seems to 
focus well on tasks and liked learning how to use different iPad apps, such as to: compose 
music, type up documents and create multimedia stories. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked with growing independence this year to develop his ICT skills, just needing 
some occasional assistance. He types sentences more quickly now and enjoys illustrating 
his work with pictures. He also enjoyed doing Internet research and composing music. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX's confidence in using ICT to support his learning improved this year as he began to 
complete tasks more independently. He focuses well on his work and likes learning how to 
use new iPad apps, such as to create multimedia e-books or simple games. 

HIGH XXXXXX always listens well to any assistance given and so his ability to complete ICT tasks 
independently really improved this year. He is keen to develop his skills and particularly 
enjoyed programming a floor robot and creating multimedia e-books on the iPads. 

HIGH XXXXXX really enjoys ICT lessons and is always enthusiastic to both learn and develop his 
iPad skills. He focuses well on tasks and often completes them independently. He 
particularly enjoyed creating multimedia e-books and programming a floor robot. 

 
 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year. With some support and encouragement she 
learnt to develop her skills and with practice her typing skills in particular improved. She 
worked well when painting pictures and navigating websites to research for information. 

LOW XXXXXX developed her ICT skills this year through practice and some support. She seems 
to focus well on tasks and liked learning how to use different iPad apps, such as to: 
compose music, type up documents and create multimedia stories. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked with growing independence this year to develop her ICT skills, just needing 
some occasional assistance. She types sentences more quickly now and enjoys illustrating 
her work with pictures. She also enjoyed doing Internet research and composing music. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX's confidence in using ICT to support her learning improved this year as she began 
to complete tasks more independently. She focuses well on her work and likes learning how 
to use new iPad apps, such as to create multimedia e-books or simple games. 

HIGH XXXXXX always listens well to any assistance given and so her ability to complete ICT tasks 
independently really improved this year. She is keen to develop her skills and particularly 
enjoyed programming a floor robot and creating multimedia e-books on the iPads. 

HIGH XXXXXX really enjoys ICT lessons and is always enthusiastic to both learn and develop her 
iPad skills. She focuses well on tasks and often completes them independently. She 
particularly enjoyed creating multimedia e-books and programming a floor robot. 

 
 



YEAR 3 

 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year and developing his ICT skills with a little 
support. He enjoyed learning how to change the appearance of text and worked well when 
doing Internet research and creating photo collages. 

LOW With a little support, XXXXXX enjoyed learning new ICT skills on the iPads this year. When 
focused on tasks, the quality of his work improved and he was pleased with his 
achievements. He particularly liked learning how to create photo and word collages. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked well on the iPads this year to learn new ICT skills. With just some 
occasional assistance his confidence in using a variety of apps began to improve - he 
particularly liked learning how to create photo collages and simple comic strips. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year, working well to do iPad tasks with 
growing confidence with just some occasional assistance. In particular, he liked learning how 
to change the appearance of text and was enthusiastic about making photo collages. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always keen to develop his ICT skills this year. He worked confidently and 
fairly independently to complete tasks, producing work of a good standard. He especially 
liked: creating photo collages, recording videos and applying different effects to text. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always enthusiastic to develop his ICT skills, producing work of a high 
standard. He completed tasks independently and liked talking about his achievements. He 
enjoyed learning how to use new iPad apps, such as to create photo collages. 

 
 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year and developing her ICT skills with a little 
support. She enjoyed learning how to change the appearance of text and worked well when 
doing Internet research and creating photo collages. 

LOW With a little support, XXXXXX enjoyed learning new ICT skills on the iPads this year. When 
focused on tasks, the quality of her work improved and she was pleased with her 
achievements. She particularly liked learning how to create photo and word collages. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked well on the iPads this year to learn new ICT skills. With just some 
occasional assistance her confidence in using a variety of apps began to improve - she 
particularly liked learning how to create photo collages and simple comic strips. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year, working well to do iPad tasks with 
growing confidence with just some occasional assistance. In particular, she liked learning 
how to change the appearance of text and was enthusiastic about making photo collages. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always keen to develop her ICT skills this year. She worked confidently and 
fairly independently to complete tasks, producing work of a good standard. She especially 
liked: creating photo collages, recording videos and applying different effects to text. 

HIGH XXXXXX was always enthusiastic to develop her ICT skills, producing work of a high 
standard. She completed tasks independently and liked talking about her achievements. She 
enjoyed learning how to use new iPad apps, such as to create photo collages. 

 
 



YEAR 4 

 

LOW When focused on his work, XXXXXX learnt a variety of new ICT skills this year. His ability to 
create and edit documents on the iPads improved with practice and with some support he 
began to search the Internet much better to find out information on topics. 

LOW Through listening carefully to support, XXXXXX worked well on the iPads this year to 
develop his ICT skills. He likes learning how to use new apps and seemed to especially 
enjoy painting pictures and creating games about his topic work for other others to play. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX's ICT skills developed well this year and he focused quite well on tasks. With just 
some occasional assistance, he liked learning how create and edit documents on the iPads 
as well as how to program in LOGO to create colourful patterns and pictures. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked with growing confidence and capability this year, completing tasks with just 
some occasional assistance. He took care when painting pictures and creating posters on 
the iPads and enjoyed learning how to create a simple class database. 

HIGH XXXXXX is keen to develop his ICT skills and listens carefully to any assistance. He worked 
well on the iPads this year and completed most tasks fairly independently. He particularly 
enjoyed learning how to program in LOGO and record videos about topics. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year. He is always enthusiastic about 
his learning and takes care to produce work independently of a high standard. He enjoyed 
exploring new apps, especially making photo collages and recording videos about topics.  

 
 

LOW When focused on his work, XXXXXX learnt a variety of new ICT skills this year. Her ability to 
create and edit documents on the iPads improved with practice and with some support she 
began to search the Internet much better to find out information on topics. 

LOW Through listening carefully to support, XXXXXX worked well on the iPads this year to 
develop her ICT skills. She likes learning how to use new apps and seemed to especially 
enjoy painting pictures and creating games about her topic work for other others to play. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX's ICT skills developed well this year and she focused quite well on tasks. With just 
some occasional assistance, she liked learning how create and edit documents on the iPads 
as well as how to program in LOGO to create colourful patterns and pictures. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked with growing confidence and capability this year, completing tasks with just 
some occasional assistance. She took care when painting pictures and creating posters on 
the iPads and enjoyed learning how to create a simple class database. 

HIGH XXXXXX is keen to develop her ICT skills and listens carefully to any assistance. She 
worked well on the iPads this year and completed most tasks fairly independently. She 
particularly enjoyed learning how to program in LOGO and record videos about topics. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year. She is always enthusiastic about 
her learning and takes care to produce work independently of a high standard. She enjoyed 
exploring new apps, especially making photo collages and recording videos about topics.  



YEAR 5 

 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year and with some support he developed his ICT 
skills. When focusing, he began to complete tasks like creating information posters with 
growing confidence and learnt how to enter simple formulae into a spreadsheet. 

LOW XXXXXX enjoyed ICT lessons and with some support, developed his skills to complete tasks 
successfully. He seemed to work with growing confidence as he tried to become more 
familiar with new apps on the iPads, such as to edit photos and make posters. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX completed ICT activities with growing confidence with just some occasional 
assistance. He worked at a reasonable pace to learn new skills, such as how to enter 
formulae into spreadsheets and create multimedia presentations on the iPads. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX was enthusiastic to learn new ICT skills, just needing some occasional assistance. 
Through practice his confidence improved and he learnt how to use a range of programs 
quite well, including entering formulae into spreadsheets and programming games. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year, often completing tasks confidently and 
independently. His skills in using a range of apps on the iPads really developed and he 
particularly enjoyed using them to create comic books and multimedia presentations.  

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year, always enjoying learning how to 
use new apps on the iPads. He completed tasks quickly and confidently, being especially 
good at creating multimedia presentations and programming simple computer games. 

 
 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year and with some support she developed her ICT 
skills. When focusing, she began to complete tasks like creating information posters with 
growing confidence and learnt how to enter simple formulae into a spreadsheet. 

LOW XXXXXX enjoyed ICT lessons and with some support, developed her skills to complete 
tasks successfully. She seemed to work with growing confidence as she tried to become 
more familiar with new apps on the iPads, such as to edit photos and make posters. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX completed ICT activities with growing confidence with just some occasional 
assistance. She worked at a reasonable pace to learn new skills, such as how to enter 
formulae into spreadsheets and create multimedia presentations on the iPads. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX was enthusiastic to learn new ICT skills, just needing some occasional assistance. 
Through practice her confidence improved and she learnt how to use a range of iPad apps 
quite well, such as to create multimedia e-books and edit photos. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year, often completing tasks confidently and 
independently. Her skills in using a range of apps on the iPads really developed and she 
particularly enjoyed using them to create e-books and multimedia presentations.  

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year, always enjoying learning how to 
use new apps on the iPads. She completed tasks quickly and confidently, being especially 
good at creating multimedia presentations and programming simple computer games. 

 



YEAR 6 

 

LOW XXXXXX liked developing his ICT skills using the iPads, even if he did sometimes need 
assistance to complete tasks successfully. When focused, he could use a range of apps to 
support his learning and learnt how to present Internet research in creative ways. 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year. With practice and some assistance he 
developed his ICT skills and completed tasks with growing confidence. He worked with care 
when learning how to create multimedia presentations and animations. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked well in ICT this year and developed his skills through practice and listening 
to any support given. His confidence in using different iPad apps improved as he took 
greater care in his work. He particularly liked making animations and mini websites. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year. He worked with growing confidence 
with just some occasional assistance to complete tasks. He enjoyed learning how to create 
animations on the iPads and designing his own mini website about a topic. 

HIGH XXXXXX worked confidently and fairly independently in ICT lessons. He was always keen to 
learn new skills and tried hard when completing tasks. He particularly enjoyed creating his 
own mini website and making multimedia presentations about topics. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year. He always worked: confidently, 
quickly and enthusiastically to complete tasks to the best of his ability. He worked particularly 
well when creating his own mini website and producing an animation. 

 
 

LOW XXXXXX liked developing her ICT skills using the iPads, even if she did sometimes need 
assistance to complete tasks successfully. When focused, she could use a range of apps to 
support her learning and learnt how to present Internet research in creative ways. 

LOW XXXXXX liked working on the iPads this year. With practice and some assistance she 
developed her ICT skills and completed tasks with growing confidence. She worked with 
care when learning how to create multimedia presentations and animations. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX worked well in ICT this year and developed her skills through practice and listening 
to any support given. Her confidence in using different iPad apps improved as she took 
greater care in her work. She particularly liked making animations and mini websites. 

AVERAGE XXXXXX demonstrated good ICT capability this year. She worked with growing confidence 
with just some occasional assistance to complete tasks. She enjoyed learning how to create 
animations on the iPads and designing her own mini website about a topic. 

HIGH XXXXXX worked confidently and fairly independently in ICT lessons. She was always keen 
to learn new skills and tried hard when completing tasks. She particularly enjoyed creating 
her own mini website and making multimedia presentations about topics. 

HIGH XXXXXX demonstrated excellent ICT capability this year. She always worked: confidently, 
quickly and enthusiastically to complete tasks to the best of her ability. She worked 
particularly well when creating her own mini website and producing an animation. 

 
 


